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Questions 

                             

Sport stars from Rio 

1) There were lots of great performances at this year´s ___________________________ 

 

in __________________  ________________________. 

 
2) Jamaican runner Usain Bolt won three_______________ _______________________for the   

 

 _____________________time. 

 
3) Usain Bolt said ”It´s just a brilliant feeling, I´m really happy, I´m  

 

really______________________________ _______________________. 

 
4) Simone Biles, a 19-year-old_______________________________from __________________ 

 

won lots of medals. 

 
5) She says that youre more successful when you _____________ ___________________  

 

and _________________ ______________in what you do. 

 
6) Nicola Adams is a _______________ ______________________. 

 
7) What did she do when she got her medal? 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

8) She said that she is normally not that _______________________________________, but  

 

it __________________________________her on the podium. 
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Zlatan´s new football club 
 

9) Zlatan Ibrahimovic told people on Instagram that he moved to  

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

which is one of the most _____________________________________________ 

 

football clubs in the world. 

 
10) Zlatan said that he comes there to win, that is his _____________________________ and 

he won´t give up until he wins. 

 
11) He has made a great start and ________________________in his first three matches. 

 
 
Pokémon Go – good for you? 
 

12) In Pokémon Go you find creatures that are on your mobile phone, but 

a) in the real world 

b) in the virtual world 

c) on Internet 

 
13) Some people think it can be ___________________________________for children, because 

they spend too much time on it.  

 
14) Why does a children´s hospital in the US want patients to play the game? 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 
 

15) Their stay in hospital is happier and _______________________________________. 

 

 

 

10-minute discussion 

Should professional boxing be banned? Why/ why not? Is boxing too violent a sport? 
Why/why not? Is winning the most important thing in sports? Who do you think is 
the best sports woman/best sports man today? 
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Answers 

 

Sport stars from Rio 

1. Olympics, Rio, Brazil 

2. gold medals, third 

3. proud of myself 

4. gymnast, America 

5. work hard, have fun 

6. British boxer 

7. She started to cry 

 

Zlatan´s new football club 

8. emotional, overwhelmed 

9. Manchester United, famous 

10. objective 

11. scored 

 

Pokémon Go – good for you? 

12. a 

13. dangerous 

14. Because they exercise and meet other patients who are playing too. 

15. healthier 

  

 


